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Note: The question paper is divided into three sections A, B and C. 
Write answers as per given instructions.

 Section - A 8 × 2 = 16
 (Very Short Answer Questions)
Note: Answer all questions. As per the nature of the question 

delimit your answer in one word, one sentence or 
maximum upto 30 words. Each question carries 2 marks.

1) (i) Write the name of money market instruments.

 (ii) What do you mean by Capital Market?

 (iii) What do you mean by Commercial Banks?

 (iv) What is letter of credit?

 (v) Explain principles of Insurance.

 (vi) Write the name of any two types of plastic money.

 (vii) What is Mortgage Backed Bonds?

 (viii) What is factoring?
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 Section - B 4 × 8 = 32
 (Short Answer Questions)
Note: Answer any four questions. Each answer should not 

exceed 200 words. Each question carries 8 marks.

2) Explain the problems of Indian Money Market.

3) What do you mean by NBFC? Explain their role in Indian 
Economy.

4) Explain the various functions of merchant banking services.

5) Explain the SEBI regulations regarding Merchant Banking.

6) What do you mean by Mutual Funds? Explain its various types.

7) Mention the difference between credit card and debit card.

8) Explain the advantages and disadvantages of securitization.

9) Distinguish between Leasing and Hire-purchase.

 Section - C 2 × 16 = 32
 (Long Answer Questions)
Note: Answer any two questions. You have to delimit your each 

answer maximum upto 500 words. Each question carries 
16 marks.

10) As a manager, discuss the role of financial system in the 
economic development of a country.

11) What do you mean by Bank? State the future scope of banking 
services in India.

12) What is venture capital? Explain the various stages involved in 
venture capital financing.

13) How will you evaluate credit worthiness of a consumer? Explain 
various formulas in this regard.


